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Abstract

We study the complexity of the problem 3-Colorability when re-
stricted to those input graphs on which a given graph coloring heuristic
is able to solve the problem. The heuristics we consider include the
sequential algorithm traversing the vertices of the graph in various
orderings (e.g., by decreasing degree or in the recursive smallest-last
order) as well as Wood’s algorithm. For each heuristic considered
here, we prove that the corresponding restriction of 3-Colorability
remains NP-complete.

1 Introduction

Graph coloring problems are of great importance in both theory and ap-
plications and have been intensely studied during the past century. Ap-
plications of constructing a graph coloring with as few colors as possible
arise, for instance, in scheduling and partitioning problems (see Garey and
Johnson [GJ79]). Unfortunately, the (optimization) problem of finding the
chromatic number of a given graph is very complex, and even the (decision)
problem of determining whether or not a given graph is 3-colorable (i.e.,
the vertices of the graph can be colored with three colors such that no two
adjacent vertices have the same color) is one of the standard NP-complete
problems ([Sto73]; see also [GJS76, GJ79]), thus being not efficiently solv-
able by current methods. However, due to the great amount of practical
interest in finding efficient solutions—or at least good efficient approximate
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solutions—for these problems, it is not surprising that a large body of graph
coloring heuristics have been proposed to date.

Such heuristic algorithms have been analyzed in depth both from a prac-
tical and a theoretical point of view; see, for example, the paper [MMI72],
which compares certain heuristics by empirical tests on random graphs, and
the work of Johnson [Joh74], which proves a number of prominent heuristics
to have quite poor worst-case behavior in terms of their approximation ratio
for the chromatic number. In fact, Feige and Kilian [FK96] recently proved
that no deterministic polynomial-time algorithm can approximate the chro-
matic number within a factor of O(n1−ε) for any fixed constant ε > 0, unless
NP = ZPP.

Johnson’s results [Joh74] are to be taken as a warning that the success
or failure of a specific graph coloring heuristic strongly depends on the form
of the given input graph. In this paper, we study the complexity of the
problem 3-Colorability when restricted to those input graphs for which a
given heuristic is able to solve it.1 For any fixed heuristic algorithm A for
graph coloring, define the restriction of 3-Colorability that is induced by A:
Given a graph G, can A on input G find a proper 3-coloring of G? We denote
this problem by A-3-Colorability.

This approach is not quite new. Bodlaender, Thilikos, and Yamazaki
[BTY97] showed that the problem Independent Set remains NP-complete
when restricted to those input graphs on which a simple heuristic for finding
independent sets (the so-called minimum-degree greedy algorithm, MDG for
short) performs well. They also proved that the complexity of recognizing
those input graphs for which MDG approximates the independence number
(i.e., the size of a maximum independent set) within a certain fixed factor
of optimality resides between the complexity classes coNP and PNP. Solving
the questions left open by Bodlaender, Thilikos, and Yamazaki [BTY97],
Hemaspaandra and Rothe [HR98] determined the exact complexity of this
recognition problem by proving it complete for the class PNP

|| of problems
solvable in polynomial time via parallel access to NP.

In this note, we investigate the above problem A-3-Colorability for a

1Usually, NP-complete graph problems are restricted with respect to certain “struc-
tural” graph properties such as planarity, bounded maximum degree, bipartiteness, and
so on. For instance, it is known that the problem 3-Colorability is in P when re-
stricted to perfect graphs [GLS84], but remains NP-complete when restricted to planar
graphs [Sto73]. In contrast, we restrict the problem with respect to the usefulness of a
given heuristic.
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number of graph coloring heuristics A, all of which are based on the sequen-
tial (or greedy) algorithm applied to a certain vertex ordering, such as the
order by decreasing degree or the recursive smallest-last order of Matula,
Marble, and Isaacson [MMI72]. Other heuristics that we consider, for in-
stance, Wood’s algorithm [Woo69], combine the sequential method with cer-
tain other strategies. We prove that the problem A-3-Colorability remains
NP-complete for each heuristic A considered in this paper.

2 Preliminaries

All graphs considered in this paper are undirected graphs without reflexive
edges. For any graph G, let V (G) denote the set of vertices of G and let E(G)
denote the set of edges of G. For any set A, let ||A|| denote the cardinality
of A. For any vertex v ∈ V (G), the neighborhood of v (denoted N(v)) is
the set of vertices in G that are adjacent to v. For any vertex v ∈ V (G),

the degree of v is defined by deg(v)
df
= ||N(v)||. Given two disjoint graphs G

and H, their union is defined to be the graph F = G ∪ H with vertex set
V (F ) = V (G) ∪ V (H) and edge set E(F ) = E(G) ∪ E(H).

Given a graph G, a coloring of G is a mapping from V (G) to the positive
integers, which represent the colors. A coloring ψ of G is called proper if,
for any two vertices x and y in V (G), if {x, y} ∈ E(G) then ψ(x) 6= ψ(y).
The chromatic number of graph G (denoted χ(G)) is the minimum number
of colors needed to properly color G. Given a fixed constant k ≥ 1, graph
G is said to be k-colorable if and only if there exists a proper coloring of G
using no more than k colors.

3 Complexity of graph coloring when heuris-

tics do well

Numerous heuristics for graph coloring problems have been proposed. Typ-
ically, such a heuristic consists of two parts: In the first part, a suitable
ordering of the vertices of the graph is fixed. In the second part, the actual
coloring algorithm is applied to the vertices in the fixed order to color the
graph. A very basic coloring procedure is the sequential algorithm (sometimes
called greedy algorithm), which proceeds as follows. Assume the vertices of
the graph are given in the order v1, v2, . . . , vn. Assign color 1 to v1. For
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each of the remaining vertices vi in order, assign to vi the minimum color
available, that is, the smallest color that, so far, has not been assigned to
any vertex adjacent to vi. The sequential algorithm is denoted by SEQ.

Though the local action of the sequential algorithm appears to be quite
reasonable, globally it may fail miserably, depending on the vertex ordering
chosen. Johnson [Joh74] exhibited a sequence G3, . . . , Gm, . . . of graphs such
that each Gm is 2-colorable, the size of Gm is linear in m, and yet the num-
ber of colors used by the sequential algorithm on input Gm is at least m for
some (unfortunate) vertex ordering. Thus, for some ordering, the sequential
algorithm achieves the worst approximation ratio (of the chromatic number)
possible. Johnson [Joh74] proved similar results for a number of prominent
graph coloring heuristics, most of which apply the sequential coloring algo-
rithm to various vertex orderings that are obtained by seemingly reasonable
procedures.

One such order-finding procedure is to order the vertices by decreasing
degree. However, this is a rather static approach, since the place of any ver-
tex in this ordering is independent of previously ordered vertices. A more
flexible way of obtaining a vertex ordering is the recursive smallest-last order-
ing proposed by Matula, Marble, and Isaacson [MMI72], which dynamically
proceeds as follows. Given a graph G with n vertices, choose any vertex of
minimum degree to be the last vertex, vn. For i > 1, let vi, . . . , vn be those
vertices that have already been ordered. Choose any vertex of minimum
degree in the subgraph of G induced by V (G)− {vi, . . . , vn} to be the next
vertex, vi−1, and proceed inductively backward until all vertices are ordered.
Note that, in both orderings, there are nondeterministic choices to be made
whenever there are more vertices than one of minimum degree at any point
of the procedure.

We write DD to denote (the obvious nondeterministic procedure to obtain)
any ordering by decreasing degree, and we write SL to denote (the above
nondeterministic procedure to obtain) any smallest-last ordering. Combining
the ordering and coloring algorithms to one algorithm, A, then specifies the
metaproblem A-3-Colorability defined in the introduction. For instance,
combining the smallest-last ordering with the sequential algorithm gives the
following:

Decision problem: SL-SEQ-3-Colorability.
Instance: A graph G.
Question: Does there exist a sequence of nondeterministic choices
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(between vertices of minimum degree) in the smallest-last order-
ing of V (G) such that the sequential algorithm traversing V (G)
in that order properly 3-colors graph G?

First we show that the 3-Colorability problem, restricted to those input
graphs on which the sequential algorithm applied to some DD vertex ordering
finds a solution, is no easier to solve than the general problem.2

Proposition 1 DD-SEQ-3-Colorability is NP-complete.

Proof To reduce 3-Colorability to its restriction DD-SEQ-3-Colorability,
fix any graph G and a vertex of largest degree, say w, in G. Without loss
of generality, assume deg(w) ≥ 1. For each vertex v ∈ V (G) − {w}, add
deg(w)− deg(v) new vertices xv,1, xv,2, . . . , xv,deg(w)−deg(v) to G, and connect
v with each xv,i by an edge. Call the resulting graph G′. Then all vertices in
G′ that are also vertices of G have the same degree, deg(w), in G′. All new
vertices xv,i in G′ have degree 1. It follows that G ∈ 3-Colorability if and
only if G′ ∈ DD-SEQ-3-Colorability. 2

The construction given in the proof of Proposition 1 fails for the smallest-
last ordering, since the new vertices xv,i, which are added in order to suitably
increase the degree of any given vertex v relative to other vertices in G′,
themselves have only degree 1. Thus, in general, they occur after v in any
smallest-last ordering, and, as soon as they are SL-ordered, they are deleted
from the graph and no longer increase the degree of v relative to other vertices
still to be ordered.

The key construct to avoid this difficulty is given in Lemma 2 and is
illustrated for a special case by graph Du,4 shown in Figure 1. Consider
any graph E ′ and suppose that some SL ordering of V (E ′) is currently being
computed, E is the subgraph of E ′ induced by the vertices still to be ordered,
and that two vertices u, v ∈ V (E) have a degree in E such that, say, u would
be ranked above v in any SL ordering. The purpose of Lemma 2 is to show
how to flip u and v in the SL ordering, assuming that the structure of E ′

requires such a flip for the sequential algorithm to find a proper 3-coloring
of E ′ (if one exists).

2Proposition 1 clearly holds for the more general problem K-Colorability (“Given a
graph G and a constant k ≤ ||V (G)||, is it true that χ(G) ≤ k?”) with k ≥ 3 as well; we
focus on 3-Colorability for simplicity.
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du,5 du,2 du,4 du,6

u

du,1 du,3

Figure 1: Graph Du,4 for Lemma 2

Lemma 2 Let E be any given graph. Let u, v ∈ V (E) be vertices such that
deg(v) > deg(u) > 0 in E, and let s = deg(v). There exists a graph Du,s with
V (E) ∩ V (Du,s) = {u} and such that

(i) deg(u) > deg(v) in E ∪Du,s,

(ii) V (Du,s)∪{v} can be SL-ordered such that each element of V (Du,s)−{u}
is ranked above v and below u, and

(iii) algorithm SEQ applied to this order properly 3-colors Du,s, regardless of
which color i ∈ {1, 2, 3} it starts with to color u.

Proof Define graph Du,s by the vertex set

V (Du,s)
df
= {u} ∪ {du,i | 1 ≤ i ≤ 2(s− 1)}

and the edge set

E(Du,s)
df
= {{u, du,i} | 1 ≤ i ≤ 2(s− 1)} ∪ {{du,i, du,j} | i 6≡ j mod 2}.
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Note that the degree of u (relative to v) has increased in E∪Du,s by 2(s−
1). Since deg(v) = s > 1, this proves property (i). Property (ii) follows from
property (i) and the fact that for each du,i in Du,s, deg(du,i) = s in E ∪Du,s:
the vertex set V (Du,s)∪ {v} can be SL-ordered as u, du,1, du,2, . . . , du,2(s−1), v
in E∪Du,s. In particular, the sequential algorithm traversing V (Du,s) in this
order properly 3-colors Du,s no matter which color it starts with to color u.
If color i ∈ {1, 2, 3} is assigned to u, then color 1 + (i mod 3) is assigned to
all vertices du,j with odd j, and color 2 + (i mod 3) is assigned to all vertices
du,j with even j. This establishes property (iii) and proves the lemma. 2

Theorem 3 SL-SEQ-3-Colorability is NP-complete.

Proof Instead of directly reducing 3-Colorability to SL-SEQ-3-Colora-

bility as in Proposition 1, it is useful to base our reduction on one “generic”
instance of 3-Colorability, namely, on the graph G constructed by Stock-
meyer to reduce 3-SAT to 3-Colorability ([Sto73]; see also [GJS76]). Sim-
plifying the technical proof details, this approach provides a reduction from
3-SAT to SL-SEQ-3-Colorability.

First we recall the Stockmeyer reduction. Let φ be any given instance of
3-SAT with n variables, x1, x2, . . . , xn, and m clauses, C1, C2, . . . , Cm. The
reduction maps φ to the graph G constructed as follows. The vertex set of
G is defined by

V (G)
df
= {v1, v2, v3} ∪ {xi, x̄i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {yjk | 1 ≤ j ≤ m ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ 6},

where the xi and x̄i are vertices representing the literals xi and x̄i. The edge
set of G is defined by

E(G)
df
= {{v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, {v1, v3}}
∪ {{xi, x̄i} | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪ {{v3, xi}, {v3, x̄i} | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪ {{aj, yj1}, {bj, yj2}, {cj, yj3} | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}
∪ {{v2, yj6}, {v3, yj6} | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}
∪ {{yj1, yj2}, {yj1, yj4}, {yj2, yj4} | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}
∪ {{yj3, yj5}, {yj3, yj6}, {yj5, yj6} | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}
∪ {{yj4, yj5} | 1 ≤ j ≤ m},
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y4

a

b

c

y1

y2

y3

y5

y6

Figure 2: Graph H of the Stockmeyer reduction

where aj, bj, cj ∈
⋃

1≤i≤n{xi, x̄i} are vertices representing the literals occuring
in clause Cj = (aj ∨ bj ∨ cj).

The graph H shown in Figure 2 is the key construct in this reduction,
which uses m disjoint copies of H (with corresponding subscripts), one for
each clause Cj of φ. Crucially, the correctness of the reduction (i.e., φ is
satisfiable if and only if G is 3-colorable) results from the following two
properties of graph H:

Any coloring of the vertices a, b, and c that assigns color 1 to
one of a, b, and c can be extended to a proper 3-coloring of H
that assigns color 1 to y6.

(1)

If ψ is a proper 3-coloring of H with ψ(a) = ψ(b) = ψ(c) = i,
then ψ(y6) = i.

(2)

Now we transform G into a new graph F such that F ∈ SL-SEQ-3-Color-

ability if and only if G ∈ 3-Colorability (if and only if φ ∈ 3-SAT). For
each vertex u ∈ V (G)−{yj6 | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, we define a graph Du,s associated
with u as in Lemma 2, for some suitable s. Lemma 2 merely explains one
local part of the overall construction; globally, the size of graph Du,s may
affect the size of some other graph Du′,s′ . The respective values of s for the
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various graphs Du,s are chosen so as to “guide” the SL algorithm so that an
ordering can be obtained for which the SEQ algorithm can properly 3-color
F , assuming F is 3-colorable.

The vertex set of graph F is given by

V (F )
df
= V (Dv1,128) ∪ V (Dv2,64) ∪ V (Dv3,128)

∪
⋃

1≤i≤n
V (Dxi,32) ∪

⋃
1≤i≤n

V (Dx̄i,32)

∪
⋃

1≤j≤m
V (Dyj1,16) ∪

⋃
1≤j≤m

V (Dyj2,16) ∪
⋃

1≤j≤m
V (Dyj4,8)

∪
⋃

1≤j≤m
V (Dyj3,4) ∪

⋃
1≤j≤m

V (Dyj5,4) ∪ {yj6 | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}.

Note that V (G) ⊆ V (F ). The edge set of graph F is given by

E(F )
df
= E(G) ∪ E(Dv1,128) ∪ E(Dv2,64) ∪ E(Dv3,128)

∪
⋃

1≤i≤n
E(Dxi,32) ∪

⋃
1≤i≤n

E(Dx̄i,32)

∪
⋃

1≤j≤m
E(Dyj1,16) ∪

⋃
1≤j≤m

E(Dyj2,16) ∪
⋃

1≤j≤m
E(Dyj4,8)

∪
⋃

1≤j≤m
E(Dyj3,4) ∪

⋃
1≤j≤m

E(Dyj5,4).

This construction yields only a linear blow-up in the size of graph F
(relative to the size of G), and the reduction is polynomial-time computable.

We now argue that the construction is correct. Suppose φ is satis-
fiable (and thus G is 3-colorable). Fix some satisfying assignment ~α =
(α1, α2, . . . , αn), where αi = 1 if variable xi is set to true under this as-
signment, and αi = 0 otherwise. For any literal `, let ~α(`) denote the value
assigned to ` by ~α; that is, ~α(`) = αi if ` = xi, and ~α(`) = 1− αi if ` = x̄i.

By construction and by properties (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2, the vertex
set of F can be SL-ordered according to conditions (a)–(d) below. For con-

venience, we write ~Du,s to denote the vertex set of graph Du,s given in the
order u, du,1, du,2, . . . , du,2(s−1).

(a) V (F ) is ordered in three blocks: The first block contains the vertices

V (Dv1,128) ∪ V (Dv2,64) ∪ V (Dv3,128)
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in the order specified by (b); the second block contains the vertices⋃
1≤i≤n

(V (Dxi,32) ∪ V (Dx̄i,32))

in the order specified by (c); and the third block contains all the re-
maining vertices of F in the order specified by (d).

(b) The first block is ordered as ~Dv3,128, ~Dv1,128, ~Dv2,64.

(c) For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the vertex set V (Dxi,32) ∪ V (Dx̄i,32) can be

SL-ordered as ~Dxi,32, ~Dx̄i,32 if αi = 1, and it can be SL-ordered as
~Dx̄i,32, ~Dxi,32 if αi = 0.

(d) For each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, let Cj = (aj ∨ bj ∨ cj) be the jth clause of φ,
with literals aj, bj, cj ∈

⋃
1≤i≤n{xi, x̄i}. Let ~α(Cj) be a shorthand for

(~α(aj), ~α(bj), ~α(cj)). Note that since ~α satisfies φ, ~α(Cj) 6= (0, 0, 0) for
each j. Recall that the literals aj, bj, cj in Cj are identified with the
corresponding vertices of G. For each j, let Yj denote the vertex set

associated with Cj, that is, Yj
df
= V (Dyj1,16) ∪ V (Dyj2,16) ∪ V (Dyj3,4) ∪

V (Dyj4,8)∪V (Dyj5,4)∪{yj6}. Depending on ~α(Cj), Yj can be SL-ordered
as follows:

(d1) If ~α(Cj) ∈ {(1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (0, 1, 0)}, then Yj is ordered

as ~Dyj1,16, ~Dyj2,16, ~Dyj4,8, ~Dyj3,4, ~Dyj5,4, yj6.

(d2) If ~α(Cj) ∈ {(1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0)}, then Yj is ordered as ~Dyj2,16, ~Dyj1,16,
~Dyj4,8, ~Dyj3,4, ~Dyj5,4, yj6.

(d3) If ~α(Cj) ∈ {(0, 0, 1)}, then Yj is ordered as ~Dyj1,16, ~Dyj2,16, ~Dyj4,8,
~Dyj5,4, ~Dyj3,4, yj6.

The relative order between vertices not specified by conditions (a)–(d) is
irrelevant for the argument and may be fixed arbitrarily (consistent with the
rules of the SL-ordering).

The correctness of the reduction follows from the next property, which
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holds for each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m:

Assume that the vertices representing the literals of Cj are col-
ored such that only colors 2 and 3 are assigned, and color 2 is
assigned to at least one of aj, bj, and cj. Then, the SEQ algo-
rithm (traversing Yj in one of the orders given by (d1), (d2), or
(d3), depending on ~α(Cj)) properly 3-colors the subgraph of F
induced by {aj} ∪ {bj} ∪ {cj} ∪ Yj such that color 2 is assigned
to yj6.

(3)

Property (3) is similar to property (1) of the Stockmeyer reduction, suitably
tailored to the specifics of the SEQ algorithm, and it straightforwardly follows
from property (iii) of Lemma 2 and the vertex order of Yj given in (d) above.

Observe that in the current case (φ is satisfiable), there exists a vertex
ordering of F consistent with conditions (a)–(d) so that the SEQ algorithm
can properly 3-color graph F . In particular, it computes a coloring ψ of F
such that

• ψ(v3) = 1, ψ(v1) = 2, ψ(v2) = 3;

• for each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

– if αi = 1, then ψ(xi) = 2 and ψ(x̄i) = 3,

– if αi = 0, then ψ(xi) = 3 and ψ(x̄i) = 2.

Since ~α is a satisfying assignment of φ, coloring ψ assigns color 2 to at
least one (vertex representing a) literal of Cj, for each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. By
property (3), for each j, ψ is a proper 3-coloring of the subgraph of F induced
by {aj}∪{bj}∪{cj}∪Yj and satisfies ψ(yj6) = 2. Property (iii) of Lemma 2
implies that ψ (as specified so far) can be extended to a proper 3-coloring
of F .

Conversely, suppose φ is not satisfiable, so G is not 3-colorable. By con-
struction, G is a subgraph of F ; so F is not 3-colorable. Thus, in particular,
F 6∈ SL-SEQ-3-Colorability. 2

Matula, Marble, and Isaacson [MMI72] and Johnson [Joh74] proposed
generalizations of the sequential algorithm that allow the occasional inter-
change of two colors (in the coloring being computed) subject to certain sets
of constraints. Both sequential-with-interchange algorithms may be com-
bined with any vertex ordering; we focus on the DD and SL orderings. Since
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the SEQINTi algorithms include the sequential algorithm as a special case
(in which no interchange is performed), we immediately have the following
corollaries from, respectively, Proposition 1 and Theorem 3.

Corollary 4 Both DD-SEQINT1-3-Colorability and DD-SEQINT2-3-Color-
ability are NP-complete.

Corollary 5 Both SL-SEQINT1-3-Colorability and SL-SEQINT2-3-Color-
ability are NP-complete.

The last heuristic considered in this paper is the algorithm of Wood
[Woo69] which, given an input graph G with n vertices, proceeds in two
stages as follows. In the first stage, all n(n − 1)/2 pairs of distinct vertices
are ordered by decreasing similarity, where the similarity of two distinct
vertices x and y is defined to be

sim(x, y)
df
=

{
0 if {x, y} ∈ E(G)
||N(x) ∩N(y)|| otherwise.

Given this order, G is partially colored in the first stage by executing the
following steps for each pair {x, y} in turn. In what follows, let c be a variable
whose value gives the number of colors used so far.

(1) If sim(x, y) = 0, then halt.

(2) If both x and y are colored, then go to next pair.

(3) If one vertex, say, x, is colored, and the other one, y, is uncolored, then
do the following:

(3a) if deg(y) < c, then go to next pair;

(3b) if some vertex adjacent to y has the same color as x, then go to
next pair;

(3c) otherwise, assign to y the color assigned to x.

(4) If both x and y are uncolored, then do the following:

(4a) if both deg(x) < c and deg(y) < c, then go to next pair;

(4b) otherwise, assign to both x and y the minimum color available
(i.e., the smallest color j ≥ 1 such that neither x nor y is adjacent
to a vertex colored j).

12



After the first stage, there may remain some uncolored vertices. If so, the
coloring of G is completed in the second stage using the DD-SEQ algorithm.
Wood’s algorithm is denoted by WOOD. Note that both stages of Wood’s
algorithm contain some amount of nondeterminism: In the first stage, we
may choose between different vertex pairs of the same similarity (when there
are more than one); in the second stage, we may choose among several vertices
of minimum degree.

Theorem 6 WOOD-3-Colorability is NP-complete.

Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 1, the difference being
that now we have to equalize the similarity between pairs of vertices instead
of the degree of vertices. Let G be any given graph. We transform G into a
new graph H such that G is 3-colorable if and only if H can be 3-colored by
Wood’s algorithm.

Let s′ df
= max{sim(x, y) | x, y ∈ V (G) with x 6= y} be the maximum

similarity of all vertex pairs in G, and let s
df
= max{3, s′}.

The vertex set of H is given by

V (H)
df
= V (G) ∪ {v′ | v ∈ V (G)} ∪ {xv,i | v ∈ V (G) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ s},

where the ||V (G)|| vertices v′ and the s||V (G)|| vertices xv,i are new. The
edge set of H is given by

E(H)
df
= E(G) ∪ {{v, xv,i} | v ∈ V (G) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ s}
∪ {{xv,i, v′} | v ∈ V (G) ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ s}.

This reduction is polynomial-time computable, since the similarity of all
vertex pairs in G (and hence s) can be computed in time polynomial in the
size of (the encoding of) G. By construction, sim(v, v′) = s for all vertices
v ∈ V (G), and the similarity of all other vertex pairs of H is at most s.
Thus, all vertex pairs of the form {v, v′}, for v ∈ V (G), can be ranked
above all other vertex pairs of H in the first stage of Wood’s algorithm.
Suppose G is 3-colorable. Let ψ be any fixed proper 3-coloring of G, and

define the three color classes Vi
df
= {v ∈ V (G) | ψ(v) = i}, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3},

that correspond to ψ. Let v1, v2, . . . , vn be an ordering of V (G) such that
all vertices from V1 come first, followed by all vertices from V2, which in
turn are followed by all vertices from V3. Consider the corresponding order
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{v1, v
′
1}, {v2, v

′
2}, . . . , {vn, v′n} of the first n vertex pairs of H. Since deg(v) ≥

s ≥ 3 for all v ∈ V (G) and since deg(v′) = s ≥ 3 for the corresponding
vertices v′, line (4b) of the first stage of Wood’s algorithm is executed n
times and assigns color ψ(v) in G to both v and v′ in H. The only vertices
of H as yet uncolored are those of the form xv,i. It is then not hard to see
that ψ can be extended by Wood’s algorithm to a proper 3-coloring of H.

Conversely, if G is not 3-colorable, then H is not 3-colorable, and conse-
quently H 6∈ WOOD-3-Colorability. 2

Finally, we mention some open questions. What is the complexity of the
related problem of recognizing those graphs G for which a fixed heuristic
can find the chromatic number χ(G) (instead of merely deciding whether
χ(G) ≤ k as with K-Colorability)? What about the recognition prob-
lem for approximating χ(G) within a fixed factor r ≥ 1 (r rational) of op-
timal? As mentioned in the introduction, these questions were successfully
resolved [HR98] for the case of approximating the independence number with
respect to the minimum-degree greedy heuristic. However, lower bounds for
graph coloring problems in general tend to be harder to achieve than those
for independent set problems. (But note that PNP

|| also is an upper bound for

these chromatic number problems—just like PNP
|| is an upper bound for the in-

dependence number problems.) The results of the present paper may be seen
as a first step toward resolving the more demanding questions raised above.
In fact, the construction given in [HR98] is based on the NP-completeness re-
sult of [BTY97] for the restriction of Independent Set to those input graphs
on which MDG works well. Thus, one may hope that the results of the
present paper will lead to progress regarding the above questions.
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